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Abstract. Equity, fairness, and justice are related concepts widely discussed in
several areas of studybut remain an openfield in termsof spatial justice and support
decision systems application. Uneven spatial development have shown a tendency
to amplify social inequalities alongside territories. To better understand the spatial
configuration and spatial distribution of resources for different social groups, mul-
tiple objective criteria can be used to formulate optimal resource allocation. This
work discusses spatial justice by utilitarianism and Rawlsian difference principle
perspectives to formulate two models based on facility location problem (FLP)
framework. Assuming the proximity to a desired opportunity (service or resource)
as a measure of wellbeing and satisfaction, we weight the distances to the nearest
facility by a social factor based on exponential function. Optimization results tend
to favor outliers for weighted FLP, while the regular distances FLP formulation
tend to favor heavy urban areas. We found that results are heavy context based, as
the distribution of social groups are determinant in optimization process.

Keywords: Spatial justice · Social justice · Optimization · Facility location
problem

1 Introduction

Cities can be considered the centres of modern societies. Although urbanization is an
ancient phenomenon, city growth accelerated after the industrial revolution in the 19th
century, when concerns regarding infrastructures such as transportation, security, and
health led to public and private investments that reshaped the urban environment [1].
But resources flow unevenly into urban development. Business and private resources
tend to be allocated to zones where they can generate the highest returns on revenue,
considering that location is related with business success [2].

Public investments, while being committed to a certain level of equity, also tend
to concentrate in more central locations. This led to a focus on spatial inequalities and
their consequences to society. Recent studies have, for example, shown that territorial
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inequalities may lead to poor accessibility to services of general interest [3], low eco-
nomic potential [4], or precarious living conditions [5], which lay the foundation to
demographic decline by increasing unemployment and social exclusion [6].

The way the spatial allocation of resources and services relates to this policy goal is a
subject open to debate. From a business perspective, it is important to achieve an optimal
allocation based on profit-maximizing goals. From a public policy perspective, justice
in the distribution of spatial amenities, must also be addressed. But it is not always easy
to separate these two perspectives, since, as observed by Stiglitz, politics tend to shape
the market in such a way that the structure became favourable to wealthier groups at
the expense of the rest [7]. While the political aspects of resource distribution are not
a specific focus of this work, this argument stresses the need to consider the complex
dynamics of spatial resource allocation and the, often conflicting, goals it maximizes.

Previous work in this field discussed the balance between efficiency and equity,
concluding that even efficiency-focused scenarios can be considered ‘fair’, depending
on the understanding of equity [8]. Therefore, the challenge is to define the desired
goals that need to be satisfied and to translate what is a just distribution of resources into
objective. From a planning perspective, the spatial distribution of services or facilities
is often approached through location analysis and, namely, by solving facility location
problems [9]. This kind of problem represents an established tool to determine the
optimal locations for the installation of facilities to provide for existing consumer demand
[10], using models that range in complexity from simple linear, uncapacitaded to non-
linear probabilistic models [11].

In this work, this modelling framework is used to analyse equity in the spatial distri-
bution of public services, considering that there are many different definitions of spatial
equity and, also, many understandings of what they mean in practice. More specifically,
it aims to show how different justice principles can be incorporated in the formulation
of objective functions that can be optimized to provide different spatial distributions
of facilities (opportunities). This approach will be illustrated in the case of primary
school locations in a peripheral municipality of Lisbon, Portugal (Loures), attribut-
ing weights to the accessibility of different socioeconomic groups and analysing the
outcomes according to different indicators.

The solutions are, of course, not deterministic, in the sense that contextual problems
may have distinct optimal solutions, specific restrictions, and even special conditions
that cannot be optimized at all. Nonetheless, we believe that this analysis con-tributes
to location analysis, providing operational insights and practical discussions of different
ways to incorporate equity principles in spatial planning. The methodology and the
analysis details are described in the data and methods section, following a brief review
of principles of justice for location analysis. Afterwards, the results are presented and
discussed. The final section includes conclusions and main findings.

1.1 Principles of Justice for Location Analysis

Assuming that the spatial location of services of general interest should follow princi-
ples of spatial equity does not answer the question of what these principles should be.
Two major lines of reasoning can be identified in this regard. The first is a utilitarian
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perspective, where individuals are treated as equals and the benefits of resource distri-
bution are, accordingly, weighted equally. As noted by Mandal et al., (2016), utilitarian
approaches, aiming to maximize aggregate welfare, are concerned with providing the
maximum benefit to the greatest number of people, disregarding the differences in indi-
viduals initial position of the inequalities that might arise from this process (for a more
thorough discussion of utilitarian principles see, for example, [13]).

Regarding spatial accessibility Pereira et al. [10] consider that, from an utilitarian
perspective, promoting the spatial accessibility of higher income classes at the expense
of lower income classes can be justified, as long as it brings net benefits. A schemat-
ical representation of optimum locations under utilitarianism assumptions is shown in
Fig. 1(left).

Fig. 1. Illustration of spatial justice representation of Utilitarianism (left) and Rawl’s Difference
Principle (right).

A different perspective can be found in authors which assume justice as the main
goal which should guide public policies, such as Fainstein (2009), Sen (1992) or Rawls
(1971, 1981). Rawlsian principles, in particular, are frequently evoked to justify setting
limits to the inequalities generated by the spatial distribution of resources. According
to Rawls, inequalities should be structured in a way that confers the most benefit to
the least well-off. This definition assumes that a certain level of inequality will always
exist, but that public policies should aim to redistribute resources and promote justice,
to guarantee a maximum degree of freedom to different social groups and individuals,
taking into consideration the different initial conditions with which they enter society.

In location analysis this principle can broadly be understood as meaning that acces-
sibility levels should be highest for those whose initial position is worse. The solutions
that best fit with this perspective are those that locate spatial amenities closest to the less
privileged (see Fig. 1 right).

One major question that is not answered by this discussion is exactly who are the
worse of in a given state-of-affairs. Or, in other words, which are the dimensions in
which inequalities should be evaluated. Regarding spatial accessibility there are two
major approaches. The first one only considers inequalities in accessibility levels. This
approach is concerned with guaranteeing that no-one is above certain thresholds or
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that the spatial distribution of amenities minimizes the inequalities between different
territories (examples of this approach can be found in [18, 19]). The second one considers
the levels of accessibility that are provided to different social groups. It has, in this regard,
been noted that lower socioeconomic groups tend to have worse accessibility to spatial
resources such as public parks [20] or, indeed, schools [3, 21].

This work is in line with the second approach, considering the way spatial accessibil-
ity to public facilities (opportunities) is relatedwith pre-existing inequalities. Thismeans
it will maximize accessibility goals but weight the distances of different socio-economic
groups differently. We intend to create scenarios of fairness that can be compared to the
existing opportunities distribution in terms of accessibility metrics.

2 Data and Methods

Accessibility can be defined as the ease of reaching relevant activities, individuals,
or opportunities [22], and its meaning is closed related to the spatial distribution of
destinations. Our work assumes that proximity to opportunities plays an important factor
in individual development and well-being. This is not a novel concept and has already
been stressed by Sen [23], who argues that access to opportunities is vital for justice and
individual freedom, and was revisited by the planning theory [14] regarding the justice
in the spatial distribution of services.

In this work, we go a step further by addressing the “easiness” of access in acces-
sibility. As previously argued, Ralw’s Difference Principle states that inequalities may
occur if they promote the least well-off, but it is not clear how the least well-off are to
be identified and, if these social differences do exist, how this reflects on the access to
opportunities. In other words, how hard is for the least privileged in a given context to
reach their relevant destination? This subject is addressed by adjusting the distance to the
nearest opportunity to a “social cost” factor and using facility location problem (FLP)
as a framework to create optimal services locations to analyze how the real distribution
relates to them. By doing this weighed FLP formulation, we intend to model Ralw’s
justice principles tending optimization to the least well-off, in contrast with the regular
FLP model, that will maximize the overall welfare by satisfying the populated areas
demand without taking socio-economic factor into account.

Facility location problems optimize objective functionswhich express different goals
in the spatial distribution of resources. A detailed formulation can be found on [24], and
several use cases can be found on [25]. Applications on justice principles often requires
clever approaches to the objection function and its restrictions. For instance, Hooker
[26] uses objectives functions to find just resource distribution from both utilitarian and
distributive justice perspectives.

Here, these two perspectives are applied to analyze the accessibility to primary
schools in the municipality of Loures, assessing how the attribution of different weights
to different social groups affects the spatial layout of the school network. For this,
we consider the student population of the 628 census tracts, which leads to a total
demand of 2407 school aged children. To classify the region socio-economic situation
a qualification index (QI) was formulated based on the years of schooling (Table 1),
discussed inMarques et al. (2020). Three different groups were considered in this index:
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group 0 includes those with less than 6 years of schooling, group 1 those from 6 to
11 years, and group 2 those with more than 11 years.

We chose to limit the capacity of school facilities to 80 students, which is the number
considered necessary for their good functioning according to Portugal national planning
guidelines (DGOTDU, 2002).

The objective function (Eq. 1) will minimize the sum of the distances (or “costs”)
cij from the location i to the potential opportunity j (in this case a primary school), times
the amount of demand that is correspondent times the fraction of demand yij allocated to
that opportunity. The restrictions (Eq. 2) indicate that the demand of every census tract
must be satisfied, respecting every capacity.

minimize:
∑n

i=1

∑m

j=1
cijyij (1)

subject to:
∑

yij = di for i,= 1, . . . .n (2)

∑
yij ≤ Mjxj, for j = 1, . . . ,m; for i = 1, . . . , n

yij ≤ dixj, for i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . ,m

xj ∈ {0, 1} for j = 1, . . . ,m

All 628 census tracts are considered potential location for a school. The model
ran with two configurations. The first one considered the real distances to the nearest
facility (to maximize overall utility) and the second one weighted the real distance by an
exponential cost function (our Rawlzian distributive justice modeling proposal), giving
more weight to lower socio-economic groups (group 0) than privileged ones (groups
1 and 2). There are many different cost functions (impedance functions) which can be
used for this effect. There, we chose an exponential function which, according to Vale
[27] is the most frequently used in the scientific literature. While these authors tested
several combinations of factors to verify their influence on accessibility, we chose to use
different B for each social group (see Table 1) to create the aggregate socioeconomic
difficulty to reach the destination.

Finally, we compared the results using exploratory data analysis. We considered the
mean, the standard deviation, the minimum and maximum values to understand how
the different models used for optimization differ from each other, and how the real
distribution of opportunities relates to them.
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Table 1. Data and measures overview.

Indicator/measure Description Initial data Source

Distance to the nearest
opportunity (school)

Distance calculated for
different nodes of the
urban network and then
matched with parishes
geometry by
intersecting them with
these nodes

i) schools by
coordinates for the
council (Loures)

ii) Street Network

i) DGEEC
ii) OpenStreetMap

Qualification index The qualification index
is calculated for every
parish, based on the
following formula:

QI =
∑

yixi∑
yi

Where x are the years
in each cycle of studies,
y is the number of
people in that cycle,
and i is the parish

i) Spatially delimited
statistical units
(parishes)

ii) data for population
by educational level for
the Census 2011

i) BGRI
ii) INE

Cost function Impedance factors that
weight the distance to
reflect how hard is for a
social group reach a
relevant opportunity

f
(
Cij

) = e(βCij)

Where Cij is the cost
(or distance) of moving
from i to j, and β is a
factor that adjust the
function

i) β = 0.007 if Group
0

ii) β = 0.005 if Group
1
iii) β = 0.003 if Group
2

[27]

3 Results

The weight imposed by the cost function upon the distances induces gaps between the
social groups. As the outliers can get quite distant from the urban center, their cost
gets too high, so the model adjusts opportunities in a sparse fashion that generates high
dispersion. The zero in minimum distances on Table 2 means that the one opportunity
(school) got located in the exact place as the one of the group census tracts during the
optimization process.

Benefited by both their proximity to the denser urban center and the middle cost
factor that is still quite forgiving to the distance, group 1 was the most benefited by our
cost function choice. The occupation pattern plays an important part, as this groups tend
to live close to populated areas, where the difference between the weighted costs can get
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quite low, even among different social groups. This pattern can also be observed on the
higher minimum lower mean distances for the weighted FLP.

Group 2 accessibility improved with weighted FLP, even if the cost does not benefit
them directly. This behavior was not expected, as their cost of travel is lower and optimal
opportunity location would tend to avoid being too close of this group, in favor off better
accessibility for group 0 and group 1. Closer analysis reveals that occupation pattern of
group 2 tends to be around denser areas, even more than group 1, in such a way that they
remain close to local schools. Therefore, the group 2 accessibility metrics improvement
are directly related to the occupation pattern, and probably would differ if the illustration
case selected were any different.

Table 2. Accessibility metrics aggregated by social group.

Scenarios Group Minimum
distance

Maximum
distance

Mean distance Standard
deviation

Real scenario Group 0 122 5221 1832 1220.731

Group 1 0 6489 1451 1246.203

Group 2 0 3219 1315 812.8781

FLP - real
distances

Group 0 43 4836 1330 1051.289

Group 1 0 5432 1049 1006.182

Group 2 0 2797 518 629.064

FLP weighted
distances

Group 0 197 3770 1998 1091.904

Group 1 0 2291 893 573.3682

Group 2 0 1748 564 422.3245

To support our argument about Rawlzian difference principle modeling as a weighed
version of FLP formulation, we compare the different metrics for the least well-off group
on Fig. 2. Although minimum and mean distances of the regular FLP (considered a
utilitarian approach) benefits group 0 compared to the weighed FLP, max distance is
greatly reduced. This indicator is important because it represents the outliers that live
far away from the desired service. Sustained by a low standard deviation, meaning that
the distance is evenly distributed among group 0, applying a cost factor to the distance
tends to create a more suitable scenario for lower socio-economic groups.

4 Summary and Outlook

In this workwe discussed how justice principles can relate to spatial justice and proposed
two models based on facility location problem optimization. The first model was a
capacitated facility location that aimed to minimize the sum of the distances pondered
by the location demand. By doing that, we aimed to create a scenario that maximizes
the overall welfare as the opportunities tend to be close to denser areas. The second
model is our proposal for a Rawl’s difference principle. It is a variation of the first one,
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Fig. 2. Accessibility metrics comparison for Group 0 (least well-off).

weighting the distance by an exponential cost function, or “social cost”, that will force
the optimization to favor lesser well-off regions.

The results have shown that the occupation pattern and, therefore, the spatial context
of analyzed area, plays an important role in opportunity location. The fact that the most
well-off groupwas also benefitedwhen our cost functionwas deliberately chosen to favor
the least well-off, does not imply that Rawlzian model will improve overall wellbeing.
It seems that spatial distribution of social groups displays complex dynamics during the
optimization. This behavior is directly related to the B chosen in the exponential factor,
as the cost of denser and mixed areas on urban centers can get not that different, leaving
the cost function effectiveness to outliers. An experimental approach to tune the B to
impact relevant distances can be done, similar as conducted by [22]. But the relevant
distances and affected groups can be context dependent.

The weighed FLP model was able to turn the configuration in favor of the least well-
off group, even though not by all accessibilitymetrics. By greatly reducing themaximum
distance, this group tend to stay closer to desired opportunities. In future works, the
standard deviation can be also optimized to create even distribution of services. Also, the
fact that our utilitarianism model (FLP) created more even opportunity distribution than
the Rawlsian exemplifies that fair and justice can be achieved by different perspectives.

This discussion illustrates how spatial justice modeling is not a trivial task. Nev-
ertheless, we argue that “social cost” functions can act as a proxy to understand the
relation between relevant opportunities and the socio-economic distribution in a given
territory. By weighting distances with social cost function, it can be possible to propose
a support decision system to make interventions on the desired services configuration.
For instance, it can be possible to suggest a new location for a service that minimizes
the overall mean distance by the two different justice perspectives, in a similar way that
Fig. 2 illustrates.
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